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I. Introduction
The President’s Identity Theft Task Force (“Task Force”) was established in May 2006 to develop 

a coordinated plan to prevent identity theft, help victims to recover, and prosecute the criminals who 
perpetrate it.1  The Task Force issued its Strategic Plan, with 31 recommendations for action, in April 
2007.  One of those recommendations directed Task Force agencies to study the private sector uses 
of consumers’ Social Security numbers (“SSNs”), develop a deeper understanding of the relationship 
between the SSN and identity theft, and explore approaches that would preserve the SSN’s beneficial 
uses while curtailing its availability and value to identity thieves.2

This report answers the Task Force’s mandate.  Building on extensive fact-finding conducted by 
staff of the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC” or “Commission”), in cooperation with other Task 
Force agencies, the report examines the various private sector uses of the SSN and concludes with five 
specific FTC recommendations.  These recommendations address both the supply and demand aspects 
of the SSN problem by proposing actions that would make SSNs less available to identity thieves, and 
would make it more difficult for them to misuse those SSNs they are able to obtain.

The Commission believes that the most effective course of action is to strengthen the methods 
by which businesses authenticate new and existing customers.  Stronger authentication would make it 
more difficult for criminals to use stolen information, including SSNs, to impersonate consumers, thus 
devaluing the SSN to identity thieves and reducing the demand for it.

Limiting the supply of SSNs that are available to criminals, as a complement to improved  
authentication, although important, is more complex.  SSNs already are available from many sources, 
including public records, and it may be impossible to “put the genie back in the bottle.”  Moreover, there 
is a danger that reducing the availability of SSNs would have unintended, adverse consequences.  A 
number of important functions in our economy depend on access to SSNs.  Businesses routinely rely 
on SSNs to ensure that the information they use or share with other organizations is matched to the 
right individual.  Still, we believe it is feasible to reduce the availability of SSNs to identity thieves, such 
as by eliminating unnecessary public display, while preserving the legitimate and beneficial uses and 
transfers of SSNs.  The Commission’s five recommendations, detailed below in Section III, are:

l Improve consumer authentication;

l Restrict the public display and the transmission of SSNs;

l Establish national standards for data protection and breach notification;

l Conduct outreach to businesses and consumers; and

l Promote coordination and information sharing on use of SSNs.  

Recommendations on Social Security Number Use  
in the Private Sector
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II. Background
The SSN was created in 1936 for the purpose of tracking workers’ earnings for benefits pur-

poses.3  Since that time, however, SSN usage has expanded to encompass a myriad of purposes well 
beyond the operation of the Social Security system.  Financial institutions, insurers, universities, 
health care entities, government agencies, and innumerable other organizations use this nine-digit  
sequence as a default identifier to ensure accurate matching of consumers with their information 
within organizations, to facilitate matching of consumer information with other organizations, and 
to avoid having to establish a different identification system for each set of benefits or records.  Many 
SSN uses have also been legally mandated.  The Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”), for example, 
requires private sector entities, including banks, insurance companies, and employers, to collect SSNs 
for income and tax-related purposes.  The numerous uses of the SSN reflect its considerable advan-
tages as an identifier, because it is permanent, ubiquitous, and unique to each individual. 

Many entities also use SSNs to authenticate consumers, i.e., to verify that individuals are who 
they say they are.  These entities, in effect, treat the SSN as a secret piece of information, available 
only to the consumer and themselves, and give access to information or benefits only when the 
consumer is able to supply and confirm his or her SSN.

This dual use of the SSN as identifier and authenticator has created significant identity theft 
concerns.  SSNs often are described as the “keys to the kingdom,” because an identity thief with a 
consumer’s SSN (and perhaps other identifying information) may be able to use that information to 
convince a business that he is who he purports to be, allowing him to open new accounts, access exist-
ing accounts, or obtain other benefits in the consumer’s name.  Unfortunately, SSNs have become 
increasingly available to identity thieves, at least in part because they are so widely used as identifiers.  
Identity theft continues to be a major problem in this country, with victims numbering in the millions 
each year and out-of-pocket losses (primarily to businesses) in the billions of dollars.4

In April 2007, the FTC hosted a public workshop on consumer authentication to examine, 
among other things, the utility and risks of using SSNs as authenticators.5  Following the release 
of the Strategic Plan that same month, the Task Force agencies launched an extensive research and 
outreach effort to develop a comprehensive record on the uses of SSNs by the private sector.  Staff 
from various Task Force agencies conducted outreach to more than fifty stakeholders.  In addition, 
the FTC received more than 300 comments after it solicited public comment on the issue.6 

In November 2007, the FTC staff published a summary of the comments and other information 
it compiled through the outreach effort, entitled Staff Summary of Comments and Information Received 
Regarding the Private Sector’s Use of Social Security Numbers (hereinafter, “FTC Staff Summary”).7  
The FTC Staff Summary includes an in-depth description of the ways in which the private sector 
uses and collects SSNs and the role SSNs play in identity theft.  Subsequently, the FTC held a sec-
ond public workshop in December of 2007, which focused specifically on steps that might be taken 
to make the SSN less available and valuable to identity thieves.8

This report presents the Commission’s recommendations for actions to minimize the role that 
SSNs play in identity theft.
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A. The Role of SSNs in Identity Theft

As noted above, because private and public sector entities have used the SSN extensively as 
an identifier and in the authentication process, the SSN has become both available and valuable to 
identity thieves.9  These criminals obtain the SSNs of the victims they impersonate and use them to 
facilitate the opening of new accounts, gain access to existing accounts, commit medical identity theft, 
seek employment, and obtain government benefits.10  Although there is disagreement as to whether 
a thief can use the victim’s name and SSN alone to steal her identity, it is generally understood that, 
at the least, the SSN facilitates identity theft, i.e., that it is a necessary, if not necessarily sufficient, data 
element for many forms of this crime to occur.11

Thieves gather SSNs in many ways, from the high-tech – e.g., hacking, phishing, malware, 
spyware, and keystroke loggers – to the low-tech – e.g., dumpster diving, stealing workplace records, 
stealing mail or wallets, and accessing public records containing SSNs.12  What is not known, however, 
is the prevalence of each of these methods.  This is due in large part to the fact that victims frequently 
do not know how their information was compromised.13  Moreover, even if reliable prevalence data 
were available, it likely would become outdated quickly as identity thieves change techniques to harvest 
consumers’ data.

A number of commenters also addressed another form of identity theft that does not depend on 
illegally acquired SSNs.  Some thieves fabricate SSNs that either intentionally or coincidentally cor-
respond to SSNs that already have been issued or are about to be issued.  The thieves then use these 
SSNs – in conjunction with other information unrelated to the individuals to whom the SSNs actu-
ally correspond – to create new identities.  This is commonly referred to as synthetic identity theft.14  
The existence of synthetic identity theft demonstrates that the solution to SSN-related identity theft 
will require more than simply eliminating the sources of existing SSNs for identity thieves.

B. The SSN as Identifier

There appears to be broad consensus that the use of the SSN as an identifier – to match in-
dividuals to information about them both within an organization and between organizations – is 
prevalent and, in many contexts, beneficial.15  Many organizations use SSNs as employee or customer 
identification numbers.16  Some entities – including some insurers, universities, and government agen-
cies – display the SSN on customer or employee identification cards, although this use is diminishing 
as noted below, while others use the SSN for data matching purposes “behind the scenes.”  Entities 
also may use their customers’ SSNs to ensure that the data they share about those customers with 
a myriad of third parties is that of the right person.  These entities share data for many legitimate, 
beneficial, and (in some cases) legally required purposes, such as to report earnings information to the 
IRS,17 share patient records within the health care system,18 and access consumer reports.19

Many businesses contend that the SSN is superior to any other item of information currently 
available to identify consumers and link information to them. Commenters from various sectors of 
the economy asserted that there are no other identifiers that are as reliable, cost-effective, and accurate 
for data matching as SSNs, because only the SSN is permanent, unique, ubiquitous, and common 
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across organizations.20  Moreover, many have observed that consumers find it convenient to have a 
single identifier that can be used across applications and organizations, rather than having to memorize 
multiple numbers.21

Recognizing identity theft concerns, some organizations that use SSNs to identify their custom-
ers or members no longer print them on identification cards or otherwise publicly display them.  For 
example, an increasing number of insurers and universities have discontinued their use of SSNs as 
customer, subscriber, or student identification numbers, but may still use SSNs internally.22  In addi-
tion, some entities have stopped using SSNs as internal identifiers within their organizations, although 
others have resisted doing so because the change-over to another identifier can be costly and time-
consuming.23

C. SSNs and the Authentication Process

“Authentication” is the process of verifying that someone is who he or she claims to be.  It is distin-
guished from “identification,” which simply matches an individual with his or her records, but does not 
prove that the individual is who he or she purports to be.  Financial institutions, government agencies, 
and countless other organizations that enter into transactions with consumers authenticate individuals 
on a regular basis.  It is when authentication fails – when an imposter successfully presents himself as 
someone else – that identity theft occurs.  As the FTC Staff Summary noted, if authentication worked 
perfectly, identity thieves would not be able to use stolen consumer data to assume another’s identity.24

Although there are many different kinds of authentication methods currently in use, they are not 
always adequate to prevent identity theft.  According to the FTC Identity Theft Survey, 1.8 million 
consumers had new accounts opened fraudulently in their names in 2005, and another 6.5 million 
consumers experienced identity theft that involved exclusively existing bank account or credit account 
fraud.25  These data suggest  that identity thieves often are able to pass authentication screens success-
fully.  There are different ways in which thieves might be doing so.  Some thieves are able to obtain 
personal information about their victims beyond their SSNs that they then use to pass authentication 
tests.  Others are able to obtain or manufacture fake drivers’ licenses, similarly useful for authentica-
tion purposes.  In other cases, businesses may not be requiring the right type of authentication (such 
as requiring only a name and SSN, or other readily available information, for account access), or their 
employees may not be following the company’s procedures.  The Commission knows of no reliable data 
showing the prevalence of the different methods by which criminals are passing authentication screen-
ing, but it is clear that they are able to do so in many instances.

As discussed above, there is a broad consensus that the use of the SSN as an identifier is often 
beneficial, but that its use as an authenticator – as proof of identity – is problematic.  Identifiers are 
effective only when they are widely shared.  One’s name, for example, is widely known and generally 
effective as an identifier, although in many cases its lack of permanence or uniqueness prevents it 
from being useful as an identifier.  Authenticators, on the other hand, are effective only when they are 
secret and thus not widely known.  According to commenters and workshop participants, SSNs do 
not function well as authenticators because they are used commonly as identifiers and thus are widely 
available.26
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Although the SSN generally is inadequate as a sole authenticator, it can be used effectively in the 
authentication process.  Indeed, numerous organizations reported that they may ask a consumer to 
produce her SSN not because it is adequate authentication, but rather to link to other data sources 
that contain additional information about her that can be used to verify her identity.  These data 
sources can take several forms.  Some entities use the SSN to access databases containing information 
about an individual that can be used to formulate challenge questions that only the true individual 
should be able to answer (for example, the amount of her mortgage payment each month).27  Other 
entities use the SSN to check an individual’s identifying information against fraud databases (i.e., 
databases with records of prior fraudulent transactions),28 or as one element in their quantitative fraud 
prediction models, which are designed to flag suspect patterns of use of identifying information that 
might indicate that an application or proposed transaction is fraudulent.29  These examples show that 
the SSN may not be well-suited as an authenticator itself, but can be and is used effectively to detect 
potential fraud by permitting access to other authentication-related information.30

III. Recommended Approach for Addressing the Problem
The Commission believes that the most effective approach to the problem of SSNs and identity 

theft will be comprehensive and multi-faceted, designed to reduce both the supply of and demand for 
SSNs, and carefully tailored to avoid hindering unnecessarily the beneficial transfers and uses of SSNs.

When considering ways to minimize the role the SSN plays in identity theft, commenters and 
participants at the SSN workshop agreed that the beneficial uses of SSNs must be weighed carefully 
against the harms that result when they are misused by identity thieves.31  While these individuals 
acknowledged that the problems associated with SSN use must be addressed, they also cautioned that 
certain approaches may create unintended, negative consequences.32

Given that the widespread use and availability of SSNs cannot be completely reversed,33 the 
Commission believes that the central component of the solution is to reduce the demand for SSNs by 
minimizing their value to identity thieves.  This could be achieved by encouraging or requiring entities 
that have consumer accounts that can be targeted by identity thieves to adopt more effective authenti-
cation procedures, thereby making it more difficult for wrongdoers to use SSNs to open new accounts, 
access existing accounts, or otherwise impersonate a consumer.34

In addition, because improved authentication is not a foolproof mechanism for stopping persistent 
and creative thieves, it remains important to take steps to limit the supply of SSNs to criminals as part 
of a comprehensive approach to the identity theft problem.  Therefore, the Commission recommends 
that measures be taken to reduce the unnecessary display and transmission of SSNs and improve data 
security.

With respect to its central proposals – improving authentication, reducing unnecessary SSN 
display and transmission, improving data security, and requiring breach notification – the Commission 
recommends that Congress consider establishing national standards that would be delineated further 
through agency rulemaking.  In addition, the Commission recommends that Congress consider  
granting it authority to obtain civil penalties for violations of these rules.
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Finally, coordination and information sharing among entities that routinely use SSNs can help 
facilitate the dual goals of improving authentication and protecting SSNs.35

A. Making It More Difficult to Use SSNs to Commit Identity Theft

The first step in minimizing the role of SSNs in identity theft is to limit the demand for SSNs 
by making it more difficult for thieves to use them to open new accounts, access existing accounts, or 
obtain other benefits or services.

Recommendation 1: Improve Consumer Authentication
Appropriate and reasonable authentication procedures can help prevent identity thieves from 

consummating their fraud.  Although most financial institutions are subject to some authentication 
requirements promulgated by the bank regulatory agencies,36 other businesses and organizations may 
not be subject to any such requirements.  Requiring all private sector entities that maintain consumer 
accounts to establish appropriate, risk-based consumer authentication programs could reduce the 
misuse of consumer data and the prevalence of identity theft.  Many workshop participants agreed 
that improving consumer authentication is critical.37

There have been some governmental efforts to extend authentication requirements beyond the 
financial sector.  Some states have enacted laws that prohibit businesses from requiring consumers 
to use SSNs to log onto or access an Internet website, unless the SSNs are used in combination with 
a password or other authentication device.38  One federal legislative proposal, H.R. 3046, calls for a 
study on the feasibility of banning the use of SSNs as authenticators.39

Generally speaking, however, private sector organizations outside the financial sector currently 
are not subject to any specific authentication requirements.  Some workshop participants observed 
that such organizations may not have sufficient incentives to improve their authentication systems 
to an optimal level, because in many cases they are spared the full cost of identity theft.40  Businesses 
certainly do suffer losses when identity thieves make fraudulent charges.  Consumers themselves, 
however, often absorb some of the damage, including both direct losses and the time and emotional 
costs of recovery.  Several workshop participants asserted that carefully-tailored government require-
ments may be necessary to set the proper incentives for improving authentication,41 much as the Fair 
Credit Billing Act’s limitation on cardholders’ liability for disputed charges spurred the creation of a 
market for a variety of new fraud detection tools in the credit card industry.42

The Commission recommends that Congress consider establishing national consumer authen-
tication standards covering all private sector entities that maintain consumer accounts other than 
financial institutions subject to the jurisdiction of the bank regulatory agencies, which already are 
subject to such requirements.  These standards, which should be consistent with those covering 
financial institutions, should require private sector entities to create a written program that estab-
lishes reasonable procedures to authenticate new or existing customers.  This “reasonable procedures” 
approach, which should be fleshed out through agency rulemaking, should be technology-neutral 
and provide flexibility to private sector entities to implement a program that is compatible with their 
size, the nature of their business, and the specific authentication risks they face.  The procedures also 
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should be adaptable to changes that may occur over time in available technologies and the nature 
of the risks, including the potential harm to consumers.  Finally, the standard should be one of 
reasonableness and not perfection, acknowledging that there is no fool-proof method of  
authenticating consumers and no likelihood that one will be developed in the foreseeable future.43  
“Reasonable procedures” requirements have been included in several recent identity theft-related 
rules promulgated by the FTC and the bank regulatory agencies pursuant to the Gramm-Leach-
Bliley Act and the FACT Act.44

In developing authentication standards, Congress should consider several factors.  First, the 
cost of implementing new authentication procedures should be evaluated in determining what is 
“reasonable.”  Second, consumer convenience is a critical concern and also should be weighed in 
the reasonableness determination.  Consumers are likely to resist authentication requirements that 
are too time-consuming or difficult, or that require the memorization or retention of too much 
information.  Third, more robust authentication procedures that require consumers to provide 
additional information about themselves raise potential privacy concerns.  For instance, some 
businesses have developed authentication methods that require consumers to provide additional 
personal information either at the time the account is established or when the consumer later  
attempts to access the account.  Many businesses use knowledge-based authentication in which 
they ask challenge questions, the answers to which are likely to be known only by the true indi-
vidual.  Although this method of authentication can overcome concerns about the unreliability 
of documentary evidence of identity45 and the lack of personal interaction in telephone or online 
transactions, challenge questions may require consumers to provide increasing amounts of infor-
mation to businesses that are linked together in ways that may be unsettling to some.46

Some commenters and workshop participants also suggested that, even in the absence of any 
national standards for authentication, the FTC could spur improved authentication by challenging 
inadequate authentication procedures, such as using an SSN as the sole authenticator, as unfair or 
deceptive practices prohibited by Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.47  The Commis-
sion has challenged businesses that failed to provide reasonable security for sensitive consumer  
information as deceptive (when the business misrepresented its security practices)48 or unfair 
(when the business’s lack of reasonable security caused or was likely to cause substantial and 
unavoidable consumer injury).49  Whether the failure to conduct reasonable authentication could 
constitute an unfair or deceptive practice would depend on the facts of a particular case, for exam-
ple, whether the company made false or misleading claims or caused substantial consumer injury 
by its inadequate authentication.  In appropriate cases, the Commission will consider law enforce-
ment action against businesses that fail to maintain reasonable authentication procedures.50

B. Curtailing the Supply of SSNs to Wrongdoers

Although decreasing the value of SSNs for identity thieves is essential to curbing their use 
in identity theft, limiting unnecessary SSN supply and availability remains important and would 
complement efforts to reduce SSN demand.
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Recommendation 2: Restrict the Public Display and the Transmission of SSNs
Although SSNs are valuable as a means of linking consumers with their information, much can 

be done to reduce the availability of SSNs to identity thieves by eliminating the unnecessary display 
and transmission of SSNs by the private sector.  Restricting the display of SSNs on publicly-available 
documents and identification cards, and limiting the circumstances and means by which they can be 
transmitted, would make it more difficult for thieves to obtain SSNs, without hindering their use for 
legitimate identification and data matching purposes.51

Many organizations already have discontinued using SSNs as employee or customer numbers, 
or have stopped printing them on identification cards or in mailings to customers.52  Yet, some busi-
nesses, universities, and other private sector entities still include SSNs on identification cards, thereby 
exposing them in the event that an individual’s wallet is lost or stolen.53  Moreover, some organizations 
continue to display SSNs on account statements, paychecks, applications, or other documents that are 
sent through the mail, which puts consumers at risk for identity theft if their mail is stolen or if the 
documents are thrown in the trash without being shredded.54  SSNs also can be exposed to potential 
identity thieves by inadvertent display, including on websites.55

 Some states have enacted laws limiting the display and/or transmission of SSNs.56  California  
was the first state to pass such a law, which prohibits the printing of SSNs on identification and 
membership cards and certain documents mailed to customers and bars the emailing of unencrypted 
SSNs.57  Several other states have followed California’s lead.58  Workshop participants and commenters 
generally reported that provisions of state laws that restrict public display are not unduly burdensome.59  
They asserted that the process of removing SSNs from identification cards and public documents 
generally is easier than eliminating the use of SSNs for internal or external data matching, which can 
create inefficiencies and be expensive.60 

Some workshop participants and commenters asserted that switching from the display of full 
SSNs to truncated SSNs could help reduce identity theft.61  These observers note that partial SSNs 
still can be useful in identifying and authenticating consumers, although not to the extent of full SSNs.

It is true that truncated SSNs generally are less valuable to identity thieves than full SSNs, be-
cause many entities will not allow customers to open or access accounts without a full SSN.  There are 
some situations, however, in which a thief could use a truncated SSN to steal an identity.  First, some 
organizations may accept truncated SSNs as adequate authentication, at least in certain instances such 
as when a customer wishes to access his account via telephone or online.  Second, inconsistencies in 
the means by which entities truncate could create an opening for an identity thief to obtain a full SSN.  
Currently, there are varying conventions for SSN truncation – some entities, for example, block the 
first five digits while others block the last four digits.62  Thus, an identity thief could piece together the 
full SSN by obtaining different parts of the number from different sources.  Third, because the Social 
Security Administration uses date and location of issuance to determine the first five digits of the SSN, 
some observers have posited that identity thieves could use a truncated SSN, augmented by other 
personal information that they obtain and some guess work, to determine the full SSN.63

The Commission recommends that Congress consider creating national standards for the public 
display and the transmission of SSNs.64  Federal legislation would establish a nationwide approach to 
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reducing unnecessary display and transmission of SSNs, while addressing concerns about a patch-
work of state laws with varying requirements.  National standards should prohibit private sector enti-
ties from unnecessarily exposing SSNs.  The precise standards should be developed in rulemaking by 
appropriate federal agencies (i.e., agencies that oversee organizations that routinely transmit  
or display SSNs), and should include, for example, prohibitions against:

l publicly posting or displaying SSNs; 

l placing SSNs on cards or documents required for an individual to access products or services 
provided by a covered entity, including student ID cards, employee ID cards, and insurance 
cards;

l transmitting (or requiring an individual to transmit) an SSN over the Internet, unless the 
connection is secure from unauthorized access, e.g., by encryption or other technologies that 
render the data generally unreadable;

l printing an individual’s SSN in materials mailed to the individual; and

l printing an individual’s SSN on the outside of an envelope or other mailer, or in a location 
that is visible without opening the envelope or mailer.

Any such standards should allow for the display and transmission of SSNs when required by 
law and in specified circumstances where there is a substantial business need that outweighs the risks 
of exposure.  For example, California has created exceptions for SSNs that are included in forms 
mailed as part of an enrollment process and for documents necessary to establish an account or 
contract, provided that the SSN is not visible without opening the transmitting envelope.65  Federal 
agency rulemaking should similarly evaluate acceptable circumstances for display and transmission.  
In addition, the standards should take into account the benefits and risks of allowing the display and 
transmission of truncated SSNs.  Finally, entities should be given a sufficient phase-in period for 
implementation, given the often significant cost of modifying systems to avoid displaying SSNs.

Recommendation 3: Establish National Standards for Data Protection and Breach 
Notification

An important step in limiting the supply of SSNs is for entities that collect and store sensitive 
consumer information to safeguard it against unauthorized access.  Safeguards requirements current-
ly exist with respect to certain industries, certain types of data, and in certain states.  The Safeguards 
Rules promulgated by the FTC and the federal banking agencies pursuant to the Gramm-Leach-
Bliley Act, for example, require financial institutions to establish reasonable procedures to protect 
consumers’ personally identifiable financial information, which may include SSNs.66  Many entities 
or types of data are not subject to federal data security standards, however.  The Commission has 
previously expressed support for national data security standards that would cover SSNs in the pos-
session of any private sector entity,67 and numerous commenters and workshop participants voiced 
similar support.68  Such standards, which would be implemented in rulemaking by federal agencies 
that oversee entities that routinely use and transfer sensitive consumer information, could be modeled 
after the Safeguards Rules and cover all entities that maintain sensitive consumer information.
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The Commission also reiterates its support of its prior recommendation that Congress consider 
establishing national data breach notification standards requiring private sector entities to provide 
public notice when the entity suffers a breach of consumers’ personal information and the breach  
creates a significant risk of identity theft or other harms.69  These standards would also be implement-
ed in rulemaking by appropriate federal agencies.  Most states now have breach notification laws,70 but 
currently there is no across-the-board federal requirement.71  Commenters and workshop participants 
noted that, in addition to alerting affected consumers to protect themselves, these laws have had the 
indirect benefit of motivating companies to weigh their need to collect SSNs against the potential cost 
and liability that may ensue if the SSNs are compromised.72  Participants also noted that many busi-
nesses have strengthened their safeguards practices to avoid data breaches, at least in part as a result 
of breach notification requirements.73  The state laws differ in various respects, however, complicating 
compliance.74 

Recommendation 4: Conduct Outreach to Businesses and Consumers
The Commission recommends increasing education and guidance efforts as additional steps to 

help reduce the role of SSNs in facilitating identity theft.  Over the past several years, the Commis-
sion and other Task Force agencies (including the Social Security Administration, the Department 
of Health and Human Services, and the U.S. Postal Inspection Service) have conducted extensive 
outreach, both to businesses and consumers, on identity theft prevention and recovery, data protection, 
and safe computing.  Many of the published materials discuss SSNs specifically, with advice to  
consumers on protecting their SSNs from wrongdoers.75

The Commission anticipates disseminating additional guidance to businesses on what they can 
do to reduce their use of SSNs and to safeguard SSNs when they are used.  This guidance would 
ultimately include information regarding any national standards Congress creates for authentication, 
SSN display and transmission, data protection, and breach notification.  This type of guidance would 
be especially useful to small businesses and could include the following messages:

l the importance of collecting SSNs only when necessary and storing them only as long as 
necessary;

l steps businesses can take to reduce the use of SSNs as internal identifiers;

l proper disposal of SSNs;

l the importance of securing SSNs (such as by encrypting them) during their transmission; and

l limiting employee access to SSNs and conducting employee screening and training.

The Commission also anticipates issuing additional guidance to consumers directed specifically  
at how they can protect their SSNs.  This guidance will explain the various ways identity thieves 
obtain SSNs, from phishing to wallet theft, and how consumers can best protect their personal infor-
mation.  It also will address safe disposal practices and the questions consumers should ask when a 
business requests their SSN.  Continuing and augmenting these education efforts will help maximize 
consumer awareness of risks and lead to decreased exposure to identity theft.
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C. Improving Coordination and Information Sharing

Recommendation 5: Promote Coordination and Information Sharing on Use of SSNs
Many private sector entities, from large multi-nationals and universities to small businesses and 

health care systems, have described the difficulties and expense of removing SSNs from computer 
systems and files, as well as the challenges of keeping up with the sophisticated and changing meth-
ods of identity thieves.76  Coordination and information sharing among private sector entities and 
between government and the private sector could assist entities in finding ways to reduce their uses 
of and better protect SSNs and improve their authentication processes.  The Commission recom-
mends that appropriate governmental entities explore helping private sector organizations establish 
a clearinghouse of best practices, enabling those organizations to share approaches and technologies 
on SSN usage and protection, fraud prevention, and consumer authentication.

IV. Conclusion
Since the creation of the SSN in 1936, the private sector increasingly has utilized it for various 

purposes – both as an identifier and an authenticator – because it is the only permanent, unique 
piece of information that most Americans have about themselves.  The SSN’s use has expanded as 
organizations have adapted their business and record-keeping systems to utilize increasingly sophis-
ticated automated data processing.  The SSN has, over time, become an integral part of our financial 
system.

As the private sector’s use of the SSN has grown, so too has its availability and value for identity 
thieves.  The Commission believes that a number of actions could be taken to reduce the role of 
SSNs in identity theft, with emphasis on reducing the demand for SSNs by minimizing their value 
to identity thieves through improved authentication processes.  Most importantly, the Commission 
recommends that Congress consider establishing national authentication standards for businesses 
that have consumer accounts and are not already subject to authentication requirements from other 
federal agencies.

Because authentication can never be perfect, however, the Commission also recommends  
carefully targeted actions to limit the supply or availability of SSNs to identity thieves.  Specifically, 
the Commission recommends that Congress consider prohibiting the display of SSNs on publicly-
available documents, identification cards, and other materials that could potentially fall into the 
hands of identity thieves.  The Commission also recommends that Congress set national safeguards 
and breach notification standards, because better-protected SSNs are less likely to fall into the hands 
of criminals.  Finally, the Commission is committed to educating consumers on protecting their 
SSNs and businesses on reducing their use of SSNs, and recommends that the government and pri-
vate sector entities explore information sharing and other cooperative efforts to achieve these goals.

Together, these actions could substantially reduce the misuse of SSNs by identity thieves, while 
at the same time preserving the beneficial uses of SSNs in our economic system.
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Endnotes

1 The Task Force is comprised of 17 federal agencies and is co-chaired by the Attorney General and  
the Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission.  See Exec. Order No. 13,402, 71 Fed. Reg. 27,945  
(May 10, 2006).

2 See The President’s Identity Theft Task Force, Combating Identity Theft, A Strategic Plan (April 2007), 
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